From David Robbins: k1ttt.dave@gmail.com
Need a project to stay busy? These are things that I would put in mystery boxes at the NoBARC flea
but since that isn't happening I have a pile of stuff to clean out.
One almost good thing to sell. A Kenwood TS-2000 (the plain HF+6+2+70, no 1296, no remote head,
no power supply) 6m preamp is now an attenuator, otherwise was working fine when replaced. Has box
and manual and hand mic. $600 plus shipping. Est $200-300 to repair by kenwood service center.
Own a piece of history, the last hardware used for the K1TTT RF Cluster node. KPC 3+ tnc with a
Midland radio and a Motorola radio with cables. $50 plus shipping.
Old stuff, some good, some bad, mostly ugly. All free to pick up here.
An old Diamond 3 section 2m vertical, top fiberglass broke in a storm but it was still working, missing
one screw.
4 Directv dishes, one with working box, all were removed from service while still working. Different
sizes, feeds, and mounts.
Rohn-25 8' tube top, used, rusty, but solid.
Asus VivoTab Smart. Damaged display, touch screen not working, I was able to use it ok with external
keyboard and mouse to reset it and restore to factory setup.
Leupold game camera, intermittent operation
Asus EEEBox, bad harddrive or controller
Benq 10MP camera, 3x optical zoom, dirt inside lens otherwise working ok.
APC Backups Pro 500, the slanty top one, something doesn't work.
2 small solar panels, battery and charging circuits gone but panels still work.
Planar 22" optical touch screen monitor, touch part was getting flakey so replaced it. Monitor itself
isok.
Monitor stand for Benq BL-3200 monitor, spring loaded elevation and tilt, never used.
APC 550va ups, dead
Radio Shack indoor loop TV/FM antenna with preamp, no idea on status
2 Verizon DSL routers both with wireless I think, one new in box, the other was working when
removed from service.
Misc junk cables, wall warts, and stuff you can pick through.
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